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Heterogeneous Graph Contrastive Learning
With Metapath-Based Augmentations

Xiaoru Chen , Yingxu Wang , Jinyuan Fang , Zaiqiao Meng , and Shangsong Liang

Abstract—Heterogeneous graph contrastive learning is an ef-
fective method to learn discriminative representations of nodes
in heterogeneous graph when the labels are absent. To utilize
metapath in contrastive learning process, previous methods always
construct multiple metapath-based graphs from the original graph
with metapaths, then perform data augmentation and contrastive
learning on each graph respectively. However, this paradigm suf-
fers from three defects: 1) It does not consider the augmentation
scheme on the whole metapath-based graph set, which hinders
them from fully leveraging the information of metapath-based
graphs to achieve better performance. 2) The final node embed-
dings are not optimized from the contrastive objective directly,
so they are not guaranteed to be distinctive enough. It leads to
suboptimal performance on downstream tasks. 3) Its computa-
tional complexity for contrastive objective is high. To tackle these
defects, we propose a Heterogeneous Graph Contrastive learning
model with Metapath-based Augmentations (HGCMA), which is
designed for downstream tasks with a small amount of labeled
data. To address the first defect, both semantic-level and node-level
augmentation schemes are proposed in our HGCMA for augmen-
tation, where a metapath-based graph and a certain ratio of edges
in each metapath-based graph are randomly masked, respectively.
To address the second and third defects, we utilize a two-stage at-
tention aggregation graph encoder to output final node embedding
and optimize them with contrastive objective directly. Extensive
experiments on three public datasets validate the effectiveness of
HGCMA when compared with state-of-the-art methods.

Index Terms—Graph neural network, graph representation
learning, contrastive learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN a wide spectrum of applications in data mining, data
can be intuitively cast into heterogeneous graphs, such as
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bibliographic information network [1], where entities are repre-
sented by different types of nodes or/and the relations among the
entities are represented by different types of edges. Graph Neural
Networks (GNNs) [2], [3] in particular are effective techniques
to learn node representations by aggregating the representations
between each node and its neighbors at each layer. Modeling
heterogeneous graphs with GNNs has been proven to be effective
in many applications such as node classification [4], [5], [6] and
recommendation systems [7], [8], [9]. However, most GNNs
require huge label data for training, which in many cases is
difficult to obtain. To alleviate the labeling workload, graph
contrastive learning has been proposed [10], [11]. It learns
node representations by maximizing the similarities among pos-
itive samples while minimizing the similarities among negative
ones. Both positive and negative samples are extracted from
the unlabeled data. Therefore, graph contrastive learning is an
effective self-supervised learning method to learn discriminative
embeddings when the labels are absent. Considering the scarcity
of labeled data, in this article, we leverage contrastive learning
to tackle the representation learning problem in heterogeneous
graphs for downstream tasks with a small amount of labeled
data.

To effectively infer representations of nodes in heterogeneous
graphs, some contrastive heterogeneous graph representation
learning methods [12], [13], [14], [15], [16] have been pro-
posed. To fully exploit the semantic information in heteroge-
neous graphs, they often utilize metapath to extend the original
graph data. Metapath [17] is a sequence of relations connecting
two node types (e.g., Fig. 1(c)), and is widely used to repre-
sent the semantic information in heterogeneous graphs (The
definition of metapath is described in details in Section III).
Specifically, in a heterogeneous graph, each metapath can be
viewed as a type of high-order relation. A metapath-based
graph can be constructed based on this relation, purely rep-
resenting this high-order relation in the heterogeneous graph
(The definition of metapath-based graph is described in details
in Section III). Based on metapaths, most of them follow a
multi-graph paradigm: They construct multiple metapath-based
graphs from the original graph with metapaths. Then, in each
training epoch, they perform data augmentation and contrastive
learning on each graph respectively. The final embeddings are
obtained by applying mean pooling or attention mechanism over
node embeddings from each metapath-based graph. However,
this paradigm suffers from the following defects: (1) It only
performs data augmentation on each metapath-based graph
separately and ignores considering the augmentation scheme
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Fig. 1. Illustrative example of a heterogenous graph (a bibliographic information network). (a) Three types of nodes (i.e., Author, Paper, and Conference) in this
graph. (b) Structure of the heterogenous graph. (c) Three metapaths involved in the graph (i.e., APA, APC and APCPA). (d) The metapath-based graphs constructed
with the graph and metapaths.

on the whole metapath-based graph set, which hinders it from
fully leveraging the information of metapath-based graphs to
achieve better performance. (2) It mainly employs contrastive
objectives on each metapath-based graph separately. Thus, the
final node embeddings may lack sufficient distinctiveness since
they are not optimized from the contrastive objectives directly.
This leads to suboptimal performance on downstream tasks. (3)
In contrastive optimization, it needs to compute the similarity
of each node pair in each metapath-based graph, which leads to
a heavy computational burden.

To tackle the aforementioned defects, we propose a
Heterogeneous Graph Contrastive learning model with
Metapath-based Augmentations, named HGCMA.1 Following
previous work, to exploit the semantic information in hetero-
geneous graphs, we utilize metapaths to construct correspond-
ing metapath-based graphs. These metapath-based graphs as a
whole serve as the extended view of the original graph. Based
on the extended view, we propose two augmentation schemes to
construct augmented views. The first one is a semantic-level
augmentation method, namely Metapath-based Graph Mask,
where we randomly mask a graph among the metapath-based
graphs. The second one is a node-level augmentation method,
namely Metapath-based Neighbor Mask, where we randomly
mask a certain ratio of edges in each metapath-based graph. To
obtain node embedding from the extended view, a two-stage ag-
gregation graph encoder is leveraged. For each metapath-based
graph, we adopt a graph attention layer to obtain its node em-
bedding. Then we adopt graph-level attention to automatically
learn the importance of different metapath-based graphs and fuse
the corresponding node embeddings to get final embeddings.
In each training epoch, we generate two augmented views by
performing augmentations on the extended view, and obtain
node embeddings in these two augmented views with the same
graph encoder respectively. Although the mechanism for the
generation of the two sets of node embeddings is the same, the
values of embeddings are not the same due to the randomness
of the data augmentations. Then we train the model using a
contrastive objective to maximize the agreement between the
final node embeddings in these two views directly.

1The code resource of our proposed HGCMA model is available for download
at https://github.com/Chenxr1997/HGCMA.

In our method, the two data augmentation schemes are based
on the metapaths of heterogeneous graph, which deeply in-
volves the inherent information of heterogeneous graph in the
contrastive training process. And with Metapath-based Graph
Mask, we leverage the information of the whole extended view
to achieve better performance. And our final node embeddings
are optimized from the contrastive objective directly, which
improves the distinctiveness of node embeddings and reduces
the computational burden.

In summary, our contributions include:
� We propose a novel metapath-based graph contrastive

learning method for heterogeneous graph representation
learning task. The proposed method extends the origi-
nal graph data by constructing metapath-based graphs.
Based on the extended view, we propose two graph data
augmentation schemes: Metapath-based Graph Mask and
Metapath-based Neighbor Mask, which leverage the infor-
mation of the whole extended view to further improve the
performance.

� We propose to perform contrastive optimization directly
on final node embeddings, enhancing the distinctiveness
of node embeddings and reducing the computational com-
plexity.

� We conduct extensive experiments on three public datasets
to validate the effectiveness of HGCMA and the correct-
ness of our motivation. Our ablation study further demon-
strates that our augmentation schemes are beneficial for
heterogeneous graph contrastive learning.

II. RELATED WORK

Here, we briefly describe two lines of related work, hetero-
geneous graph representation learning and graph contrastive
learning.

A. Heterogeneous Graph Representation Learning

Heterogeneous graph representation learning aims to obtain
meaningful node representations in heterogeneous graphs to
facilitate various downstream tasks [18], such as node clas-
sification and link prediction [12], [19]. Most of the exist-
ing methods for this task can be generally classified into two
categories: 1) proximity-preserving methods [4], [20], [21];
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2) message-passing methods [5], [22], [23]. Proximity-
preserving methods directly encode each node in a heteroge-
neous graph as a vector and learn the vectors by making the
positive node pairs closer to each other than the negative node
pairs. There are two major methods to collect positive node pairs:
metapath-guided random walk [4], [24], [25] and constructing
first/second-order proximity-based node pairs [20], [26], [27].
Message-passing methods aim to learn node embeddings by
aggregating the information from their neighbors, and graph
neural networks (GNNs) [2], [3] are widely used for it. To adopt
GNNs for heterogeneous graphs, edge heterogeneity [22] and
metapath [5], [6], [23] are considered in node representation
aggregation. HAE [28] simultaneously incorporates metapaths
and metagraphs, and leverages the self-attention mechanism to
explore content-based nodes’ interactions. HPN [29] improves
the node-level aggregating process via absorbing node’s local
semantic with a proper weight.

B. Graph Contrastive Learning

Contrastive Learning (CL) [30], [31], [32] was first proposed
in computer vision to train CNNs for image representation
learning. Its key idea is to contrast semantically similar (positive)
and dissimilar (negative) pairs of images, aiming to maximize
the mutual information (MI) between positive pairs.

Graph Contrastive Learning (GCL) applies the idea of CL
to GNNs, to learn representations on graphs without annota-
tions. As summarized in [33], GCL constructes multiple views
of a graph and formulates contrastive learning tasks on these
views with the help of a contrastive objective function. As a
pioneering work, DGI [34] constructs negative graph views by
random shuffling node attributes and utilizes InfoMAX [35] to
maximize mutual information between node embeddings and
global summary embeddings. Following the framework of DGI,
MVGRL [36] proposes to generate graph diffusions as graph
views and GraphCL [10] proposes various basic augmentation
methods to construct graph views. Xu et al. [37] propose a group
contrastive learning framework to contrast multiple represen-
tations in various subspaces. Inspired by instance discrimina-
tion [38], GRACE [39] and GCA [40] eschew the need of graph
embeddings and propose node-level contrastive tasks. Zhang
et al. [41] further propose to perform augmentations on the
hidden features (feature augmentation) to reduce the bias of node
embeddings.

Additionally, several approaches have been proposed for
Heterogeneous Graph Contrastive Learning (HGCL). Meth-
ods in this domain typically utilize metapaths to construct
metapath-based graphs and perform contrastive learning on
them. DMGI [13] extends DGI to each metapath-based graph
and train consensus vectors as node representations. Wang et
al. [12] employ network schema and metapath views to collab-
oratively supervise each other. HORACE [15] maximizes the
mutual information between each metapath-based graph view
and aggregated view, and HGCML [16] further maximizes the
mutual information between any pairs of metapath-based graph
views. X-GOAL [14] not only performs contrastive learning
on each metapath-based graph, but also introduces cluster-level

alignment to pull nodes with similar semantic closer. Besides
constructing metapath-based graphs, CPT-HG [42] propose to
leverage both relation- and metagraph-level neighbors to collect
positive samples. However, these methods do not fully utilize the
information contained within metapath-based graphs. For graph
view construction, they either directly construct metapath-based
graphs or perform data augmentation on them separately, ne-
glecting the augmentation scheme on the entire set of metapath-
based graphs, which hinders them from fully leveraging the
information of metapath-based graphs. For contrastive opti-
mization, most of them employ contrastive objective on each
metapath-based graph separately, which leads to a heavy com-
putational burden and suboptimal performance on downstream
tasks.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we provide the definitions used across this
article and the task to be addressed.

A. Definitions of Important Concepts

Many real-world data are interconnected and therefore can be
represented as heterogeneous graphs, i.e., graphs with various
types of nodes and edges, such as bibliographic information
networks. Formally, the heterogeneous graphs can be defined
as:

Definition 1. Heterogeneous Graph: A heterogeneous graph
is defined as a graph G = (V, E), where V and E denote the sets
of nodes and edges, respectively. The number of nodes and edges
are represented as |V| and |E|, respectively. Nodes and edges are
associated with a node type mapping function φ : V → T and
an edge type mapping function ψ : E → R respectively, where
T and R denote the sets of node and edge types respectively,
and |T | > 1 and/or |R| > 1 (there are more than one type of
nodes or edges in G).

Example: Fig. 1(b) shows an example of heterogeneous
graphs (bibliographic information network) that comprises three
node types: Author, Paper and Conference.

Definition 2. Metapath: A metapath Φ is defined as a pattern

of paths in the form of T1
R1−→ T2

R2−→ . . .
Rl−→ Tl+1 (abbrevi-

ated as T1T2 . . . Tl+1), where Ti ∈ T , Rj ∈ R. The metapath
starts at T1 and describes a composite relation R = R1 ◦R2 ◦
. . . ◦Rl between node type T1 and Tl+1, where ◦ denotes the
composition operator on relations.

Example: Fig. 1(c) shows three types of metapath starting at
Author in Fig. 1(b). The metapath APA is a path pattern, which
links an author node to another author node through a paper node.
Therefore, a path (e.g. A2 − P1 −A1) following this pattern
denotes that the two authors (i.e. A1 and A2) have co-author
relationship. Similarly, a path (e.g. A3 − P3 − C2 − P4 −A5)
following APCPA denotes that the two authors (i.e.,A3 andA5)
have published papers in the same conference.

Definition 3. Metapath-based Relation: Given a metapath Φ
and a heterogeneous graph G, two nodes have a metapath-Φ-
based relation with each other if there exists any path connecting
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them and following the pattern defined by Φ, and they constitute
a metapath-Φ-based relation pair.

Example: In Fig. 1(b), starting from A2, there are two paths
matching the pattern of metapath APA:A2 − P1 −A1 andA2 −
P2 −A3. Thus, (A2, A1) and (A2, A3) are metapath-APA-based
relation pairs. Starting from A5, we can find a path matching
the pattern of metapath APCPA: A5 − P4 − C2 − P3 −A3, so
(A5, A3) is a metapath-APCPA-based relation pair.

Definition 4. Metapath-based Graph: Given a metapath Φ
and a heterogeneous graph G, the metapath-based graph GΦ is a
graph constructed by all the metapath-Φ-based relation pairs in
graph G.

Example: As shown in Fig. 1(d), we illustrate the metapath-
based graph for three metapaths (APA, APC and APCPA), they
are constructed by all of their respective metapath-based relation
pairs.

Definition 5. Metapath-based Neighbor: Given a metapath Φ
and a heterogeneous graph G,NΦ

i is the set of all the neighbors
of node i in metapath-Φ-based graph GΦ.

Example: As shown in Fig. 1(d), the metapath-based neigh-
bors of A2 in APA are {A1, A3} and the metapath-based neigh-
bors of A3 in APCPA are {A1, A2, A4, A5}.

B. The Task

The heterogeneous graph representation learning task can be
formally defined as: given a heterogeneous graph G = (V, E)
as defined in Definition 1, infer embeddings of the nodes.
Specifically, we aim at seeking the function FX that satisfies
the following:

G FX−→ Z, (1)

where Z = [z1, z2, . . . , z|V|] ∈ R|V|×d is a embedding matrix of
the nodes and d is the dimension of the node embeddings (d�
|V|). The graph property is preserved as much as possible in Z.

IV. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we detail our heterogeneous graph contrastive
learning method, HGCMA. In particular, in Section IV-A, we
provide an overview of our contrastive learning method; in
Section IV-B, we propose a method to extend the original
graph, after which an extended view of the graph is obtained;
in Section IV-C, we propose our graph augmentation schemes
on the above extended view; in Section IV-D, we obtain our
node embeddings from the augmented views with the two-stage
aggregation; in Section IV-E we learn node embeddings with
graph contrastive learning; in Section IV-F we analysis the
computational complexity of HGCMA.

A. Overview

An overview of our proposed method is provided in Fig. 2.
Before training, to effectively exploit the semantic information
in the graphs, we utilize metapaths to extend the original het-
erogeneous graph and get the extended view. At each training
iteration, we first generate two augmented views by performing
augmentations on the extended view, and then we utilize a

Fig. 2. Overview of HGCMA.

graph encoder to output node embeddings for each augmented
view. After the encoding process, with the help of contrastive
objective, we optimize our model by distinguishing the same
nodes from the others. The method of generating the node
embeddings for one augmented view is illustrated in Fig. 3. To
extend the original heterogeneous graph, we construct multiple
metapath-based graphs (the subfigure (a2) of Fig. 3; detailed
in Section IV-B), which are regarded as the extended view of the
original heterogeneous graphs. Then, to generate the augmented
view, we propose two novel semantic-level and node-level aug-
mentation methods, where we randomly mask a metapath-based
graph and a proportion of edges in each remaining metapath-
based graph (the subfigures (b1) and (b2) of Fig. 3; detailed
in Section IV-C). Next, we employ a two-stage aggregation
graph encoder to produce node embeddings. The encoder first
uses graph attention layers to generate node embeddings for
each metapath-based graph. Subsequently, for each node, it
aggregates its embedding across the metapath-based graphs with
attention mechanism (subfigures (c1) and (c2) of Fig. 3; detailed
in Section IV-D).

Following the previous work [12], in what follows we only
discuss the training process of nodes with type A, and the
representation of other nodes can be learned with the same
training process.

B. Construction of Extended View

To fully extract structural and semantic information of a
heterogeneous graph G, we propose to extend the original
graph with metapaths. Specifically, given a set of metapaths
P = {Φ1, . . . ,ΦP }, we construct the metapath-based graph for
each metapath. We can regard the set of all these metapath-
based graphs as the extended view of G, denoted as S =
{GΦ1 , . . . ,GΦP }.

To learn the embeddings of nodes of type A, we utilize the
subset of P in which the metapaths start at A, denoted as PA =
{Φ1, . . . ,ΦPA

}, and the corresponding extended view is SA.

C. Augmentations Schemes

In graph contrastive learning, different graph views are re-
quired for the contrastive task, which is predicting the rela-
tionship among nodes from different views. With the extended
graph view, we propose two augmentation schemes executed
successively on SA to produce augmented views for contrastive
learning.
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Fig. 3. Method of generating node embeddings at training stage in HGCMA. HGCMA takes a heterogeneous graph as input and constructs several metapath-based
graphs as the extended view. To obtain augmented views, HGCMA performs data augmentation on the extended view by masking one metapath-based graph with
probability αg and masking αn × 100% edges in each metapath-based graph. Then, HGCMA obtains node embeddings in augmented view by applying graph
attention layer on each metapath-based graph and aggregating node embeddings from all the metapath-based graphs.

Algorithm 1: Augmentation Process.

Input: extended graph view SA = {GΦ1 ,GΦ2 , . . .GΦPA },
the metapath-based graph masking probability αg ,
the metapath-based neighbor masking ratio αn

Output: augmented view S̃A
1: Sample r from Bernoulli(αg)
2: if r = 1 then
3: Randomly remove a metapath-based graph GΦ from

SA;
4: end if
5: S̃A ← ∅;
6: for metapath-based graph GΦ ∈ SA do
7: Construct G̃Φ by masking αn% edges in GΦ;

8: Add G̃Φ to S̃A.
9: end for

1) Metapath-Based Graph Mask: In the first augmentation
scheme, we mask (i.e., remove) metapath-based graph in SA.
Considering it is a coarse-grained augmentation, we only exe-
cute it with a certain probability in each training epoch and only
mask one metapath-based graph in each execution. By changing
the probability, we can control the degree of perturbation in the
whole training process to adapt different graphs.

To be specific, in each training epoch, we sample a number
r from a Bernoulli distribution Bernoulli(αg), where αg is the
masking probability. If r is 1, we randomly choose one metapath-
based graph fromSA with uniform sampling, and remove it from
SA; otherwise, we do not perform this augmentation.

2) Metapath-Based Neighbor Mask: For metapath-based
neighbor mask, we randomly mask (i.e., remove) edges in
metapath-based graphs. Specifically, for each metapath-based
graph GΦ in SA, we randomly mask (i.e., remove) αn × 100%
edges in GΦ, where αn is the masking ratio, and we denote the

corrupted metapath-based graph as G̃Φ.
In each training epoch, when constructing an augmented view,

we first perform metapath-based graph masking on the extended
view, and then we perform metapath-based neighbor masking
on the intermediate result, the process of which is shown in
Algorithm 1. And we denote the corrupted graph view as S̃A.
The size of S̃A is either |SA| or |SA| − 1, depending on whether
the metapath-based graph mask is performed, and the elements
in S̃A are the corrupted metapath-based graphs. By masking
metapath-based graph and metapath-based neighbors, we uti-
lize the information of the extended view in our augmentation
schemes. Particularly, we leverage the information of the whole
extended view with Metapath-based Graph Mask.

D. Graph Encoder

After the augmented views of a heterogeneous graph are
obtained, we further introduce a graph encoder to obtain the final
node embeddings, which consists of three components: node
feature transformation, intra-graph aggregation, and inter-graph
aggregation.

1) Node Feature Transformation: Since there are different
types of nodes in a heterogeneous graph, features of nodes
may lie in different feature spaces. Therefore, to unify different
feature spaces, for an arbitrary node i ∈ VA′ of typeA′ ∈ A, we
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have

hi = σ(WA′ · xi + bA′), (2)

wherexi ∈ RdA′ is the original feature of node i, andhi ∈ Rd is
the projected feature of node i. WA′ ∈ Rd×dA′ is the learnable
mapping matrix for type A′, bA′ ∈ Rd is the learnable bias
vector, and σ(·) is an activation function, respectively.

2) Intra-Graph Aggregation: Given a metapath-based graph
GΦ, for each node i, we collect its metapath-based neighbors
NΦ

i from GΦ and aggregate the embeddings of nodes in NΦ
i .

As the metapath-based neighbors exhibit different degrees of
importance to the target node in contrastive tasks due to their
distinct features, it is appropriate to assign different weights to
them. Furthermore, our Metapath-based Neighbor Mask results
in different metapath-based neighbors for each node throughout
the training process, suggesting that our aggregation method
should not rely on the specific topology. Thus, we adopt a
graph attention layer [43] to aggregate the embeddings of nodes
in NΦ

i , which leverages a self-attention mechanism to assign
different weights to neighbors, effectively and flexibly capturing
the importance of each neighbor.

Specifically, for node i, the importance of its metapath-based
neighbor node j is calculated as:

eΦij = LeakyReLU
(
aΦ
	 · [hi ⊕ hj ]

)
, (3)

where aΦ ∈ R2 d is the intra-graph attention vector for metapath
Φ and ⊕ denotes the concatenate operation. After obtaining the
importance of all the metapath-based neighbors for node i, we
normalize them to get the weight coefficient and compute the
weighted combination of the representations for node i:

αΦ
ij =

exp
(
eΦij

)
∑

s∈NΦ
i
exp

(
eΦis

) , (4)

zΦi = PReLU

⎛
⎝ ∑

j∈NΦ
i

αΦ
ij · hj + bΦ

⎞
⎠ . (5)

Here bΦ ∈ Rd is the bias vector for aggregation in metapath
Φ, and finally the output embedding goes through an activation
function PReLU(·).

To stabilize the learning process of intra-graph attention, and
enrich the representation of embedding, we extend the attention
mechanism to multiple heads. Specifically, K independent at-
tention mechanisms are executed, and then these output embed-
dings are concatenated, resulting in the following representation:

zΦi =

K⊕
k=1

σ

⎛
⎝ ∑

j∈NΦ
i

[
αΦ
ij

]
k
·Wkhi + bΦ

⎞
⎠ , (6)

whereWk ∈ R
d
K×d is the input linear transformation matrix for

each head, which is used to extract different node features and
keep the dimension of zΦi to be d. And [αΦ

ij ]k is the normalized
importance of node j to node i at the k-th attention head.

3) Inter-Graph Aggregation: After obtaining the node em-
beddings within each metapath-based graph, we need to combine

these embeddings to obtain final node embeddings. Similar to
the above discussion, different metapaths carry different seman-
tic information, leading to different importance for contrastive
learning tasks. Additionally, the Metapath-based Graph Mask
results in different input metapath-based graphs throughout the
training process. Therefore, we employ graph-level attention
to automatically learn the significance of different metapaths
and fuse the corresponding node embeddings with the learned
weights for contrastive tasks.

To be specific, for each metapath-based graph G̃Φ ∈ S̃A,

we obtain a summary vector for graph G̃Φ by averaging the

transformed G̃Φ-specific node embeddings for all nodes i ∈ VA:

sΦ =
1

|VA|
∑
i∈VA

tanh
(
WA · zΦi + bA

)
, (7)

where WA ∈ Rd×d is the learnable weight matrix, bA ∈ Rd is
the learnable bias vector.

Then we utilize a learnable vector qA ∈ Rd to compute the
importance of each metapath-based graph:

eΦ = q	A · sΦ, (8)

Finally, we normalize the importance score to get the weight co-

efficient via softmax function, and aggregate all the G̃Φ-specific
node embeddings for each node to obtain final node embedding:

βΦ =
exp

(
eΦ

)
∑|˜SA|

p=1 exp (e
Φp)

, (9)

zi =

|˜SA|∑
p=1

βΦp · zΦp

i . (10)

E. Contrastive Optimization

As described in Section IV-A, to perform contrastive learn-
ing, we generate two augmented views of heterogeneous graph
with the augmentation schemes described in Section IV-C, and
obtain final node embeddings in these two views with the graph
encoder. For each node i, we denote its final node embeddings
in these two views as z1i and z2i .

Before calculating the contrastive objective, we feed these
embeddings into a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with one hid-
den layer, since adopting nonlinear projection before calculating
the contrastive objective is beneficial to improving the quality
of representations [31]:

z1i _proj = W(2)σ
(
W(1)zαi + b(1)

)
+ b(2),

z2i _proj = W(2)σ
(
W(1)zβi + b(1)

)
+ b(2), (11)

After that, we employ a contrastive objective, i.e. a discriminator,
that distinguishes the embeddings of the same node in these two
different views from other node embeddings. Specifically, we
adapt the InfoNCE objective [44] to our multi-view graph con-
trastive learning setting. For each node i, we have the following
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Algorithm 2: The HGCMA Training Algorithm.

Input: The heterogeneous graph G = (V, E),
node types A = {A1, A2, . . . , A|A|},
target node type A,
metapaths PA = {Φ1,Φ2, . . .ΦPA

}
Output: Learned parameters of graph encoder.
1: Construct the extended graph view
SA = {GΦ1 ,GΦ2 , . . .GΦPA } from G and PA

2: for epoch← 1, 2, . . . do
3: Generate two augmented views with

Augmentation process;
4: Obtain node embeddings of the two views with

(2)–(10);
5: Compute the contrastive objective J with (13);
6: Update parameters by applying stochastic gradient

ascent to maximize J .
7: end for

objective under the first view:

J 1
i = log

exp
(
sim

(
z1i _proj, z2i _proj

)
/τ

)
∑

j∈VA exp
(
sim

(
z1i _proj, z2j_proj

)
/τ

) , (12)

where sim(·, ·) denotes the cosine similarity between two vec-
tors, and τ denotes a temperature parameter. Since two views
are symmetric, the objective J 2

i is computed similarly as J 1
i .

Therefore, the overall objective to be maximized is defined as
the average over all nodes in both views, given by:

J =
1

2|VA|
∑
i∈VA

[
J 1
i + J 2

i

]
. (13)

To sum up, in each training epoch, we first generate two
graph views based on two mask mechanisms, and then obtain
the final node embeddings of the two views by the encoder
as described in Section IV-D. Finally, the model parameters
are updated by maximizing the objective in (13). The entire
training procedure is summarized in Algorithm 2. After training,
to capture the full information in heterogeneous graph, we obtain
the representations of nodes without mask mechanism.

F. Computational Complexity Analysis

According to Algorithm 2, there are three main phases in the
training process: 1) data augmentation, 2) graph encoding, and
3) contrastive optimization.

In data augmentation, the computational complexity for
Metapath-based Graph Mask is O(|PA|). In Metapath-based
Neighbor Mask, when αn ≥ 0.5, data augmentation can be
performed by selecting edges and constructing a new graph;
when αn < 0.5, data augmentation can be performed by se-
lecting edges and deleting them from original graph. Thus,
its computational complexity is O(min(αn, 1− αn)|PA||EA|),
where |EA| is the average number of edges in SA.

In graph encoding process, the computational complexities
for feature transformation, intra-graph aggregation and inter-
graph aggregation are O(d2

∑
q∈Q |Vq|), O(|PA|(d2|EA|+

TABLE I
STATISTICS OF THE DATASETS

d2|VA|)) andO(d2|PA||VA|), respectively, whereQ is the actual
participated node types.

In contrastive optimization, the computational complexity for
(13) is O(d2|VA|2). Thus, the calculation of the objective costs
the most computational time during the training stage. For most
existing work [13], [14], [15], [16], the computational complex-
ity for contrastive objective in each metapath-based graph is
alsoO(d2|VA|2). Thus, their total computational complexity for
contrastive objective is O(d2|PA||VA|2).

V. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we conduct experiments on three real-world
datasets. The experiments aim to address the following research
questions: (RQ1) Does our proposed HGCMA outperform
state-of-the-art baselines on node classification task? (RQ2)
How does HGCMA perform in clustering nodes? (RQ3) How
does HGCMA perform in qualitative evaluation (visualization)?
(RQ4) What is the impact of the augmentation schemes on the
performance of our HGCMA? (RQ5) Is the proposed model
sensitive to hyperparameters? How do key hyperparameters, i.e.,
αg and αn, impact the model performance? (RQ6) How does
HGCMA perform in different metapath combinatons? (RQ7) Is
the real runtime of HGCMA shorter than that of the baselines
following multi-graph paradigm?

A. Experimental Setup

Datasets To evaluate our model, we use three publicly
available real-world heterogeneous graph datasets2 [45], [46],
[47], the statistics of which are provided in Table I.
� ACM [5]: The target nodes are papers, which are divided

into three classes: database, data mining, and wireless
communication. Each paper has an average of 3.28 authors
and one subject.

� DBLP [17]: The target nodes are authors, which are divided
into four classes: database, data mining, machine learning,
and information retrieval. Each author has an average of
4.84 papers.

� IMDB [5]: The target nodes are movies, which are divided
into three classes: action, comedy, and drama. Each movie
has an average of 3 actors and one director.

2The data is available for download at https://github.com/pkuliyi2015/
GraphMSE/tree/main/data
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Baselines To comprehensively evaluate our model, we
compare HGCMA with several state-of-the-art baselines that
incorporate diverse modeling and training approaches. As
HGCMA is a contrastive representation learning method for
heterogeneous graphs, to directly evaluate HGCMA in this
research direction, we select DMGI [13], HeCo [12], and
HGCML [16] as baselines. Additionally, to compare with
traditional representation learning methods for heterogeneous
graphs, we select Mp2vec [4] as a baseline. Since most
research on graph contrastive learning focuses on homoge-
neous graphs, we also include MVGRL [36], DGI [34], and
GraphCL [10] as baselines to compare HGCMA with state-
of-the-art methods for graph contrastive learning. Finally, as
HGCMA is an unsupervised method, to assess its competitive-
ness in downstream tasks, we compare it with semi-supervised
methods, including HAN [5], MAGNN [23], GTN [45] and
GCN [3]. The former three methods are designed for het-
erogeneous graphs, while GCN is designed for homogeneous
graphs.

For all baselines except GCN, we conduct experiments based
on their official implementations.

Implementation Details For our proposed HGCMA, we
initialize model parameters using Xavier initialization [48],
and train the model with Adam optimizer [49]. We search the
learning rate from 1e-4 to 5e-3, and tune the epoch number from
100 to 1,200 with a step size of 50. For the dropout probability,
it is selected from 0.1 to 0.7 with step size 0.05. τ is tuned from
0.4 to 0.9 with a step size of 0.1, αg is tuned from 0.1 to 1.0 with
a step size of 0.1, and αn is tuned from 0.1 to 0.9 with a step
size of 0.1.

For baselines, the unsupervised models are trained following
the settings in their original papers, the semi-supervised methods
are optimized through an end-to-end supervised manner, and the
homogeneous models treat all nodes in the graph as the same
type. For each dataset, we tune hyperparameters by grid search.

For all methods, we set the embedding dimension to 64 and
randomly run five times and report the average results. For a
fair comparison, we use the same metapath sets for all methods
which utilize metapaths. And we keep the same metapath setting
with previous works [5], [47], as shown in Table I.

Evaluation Metrics We quantitatively evaluate the perfor-
mance of models on node classification and node clustering
tasks. For the node classification task, we evaluate models’
performance using Macro-F1 (Ma-F1) and Micro-F1 (Mi-F1)
scores. The F1 score is the harmonic mean between preci-
sion and recall in binary classification. Macro-F1 is com-
puted as the arithmetic mean of all per-class F1 scores, while
Micro-F1 calculates a global average F1 score by considering
the sums of True Positives (TP), False Negatives (FN), and
False Positives (FP). For the node clustering task, we evalu-
ate models using Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) and
Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) [50]. NMI measures the normal-
ized mutual information between the ground truth partition
and the cluster assignments. In contrast, ARI is the corrected-
for-chance version of the Rand Index, which quantifies the
similarity between the ground truth partition and the cluster
assignments.

B. Node Classification (RQ1)

To begin with, we answer (RQ1) by evaluating the perfor-
mance of HGCMA on node classification task on the three
datasets. For each unsupervised method, we follow the linear
evaluation protocol introduced in [34], where each model is
firstly trained in an unsupervised manner; then, the resulting
embeddings are used to train and test a simple l2-regularized
logistic regression classifier. Each set of embeddings is tested
10 times. For each dataset, in order to simulate scenarios where
labels are scarce, the percentage of training labeled nodes are
set as 1%, 3%, and 5%, and the rest of the labeled nodes are split
into 30% validation set and 70% testing set.

The results are shown in Table II. As can be seen, the proposed
HGCMA outperforms all the methods on all datasets and all
splits, and have considerable performances even though the
percentage of training labeled nodes is only 1%. It verifies the
superiority of our HGCMA.

We make other observations as follows. Firstly, all the het-
erogeneous graph contrastive learning methods (DMGI, HeCo,
HGCML, and HGCMA) achieve better performance than ho-
mogeneous graph contrastive learning methods (MVGRL, DGI,
and GraphCL) in most cases. It indicates the importance of uti-
lizing metapath to extend original graph data for heterogeneous
graph representation learning. Moreover, HGCMA achieves the
best performance among the heterogeneous graph contrastive
learning methods. It further verifies the effectiveness of the
two masking augmentation schemes and the directly contrastive
optimization method.

Secondly, for semi-supervised methods, their performances
are not the best among baselines in most cases. We conjec-
ture that it is caused by the lack of training data (contrasting
1%/3%/5% with 20%/40%/60%/80% training data [5], [23]).
And we can find that in the cases of 1% training data, the
performances of semi-supervised methods are very unstable,
which corroborates our speculation again.

C. Node Clustering (RQ2)

Subsequently, we answer (RQ2) by comparing the perfor-
mance of unsupervised methods on node clustering task. We
utilize K-means algorithm [51] to cluster the learned embed-
dings of all labeled nodes, and set the number of clusters as the
number of classes on each dataset. To alleviate the instability due
to different initial values, we repeat each experiment 10 times,
and report the average results, which are shown in Table III.
We can see that HGCMA consistently achieves the best results
on all the datasets, which proves the effectiveness of HGCMA
again. Also, heterogeneous graph contrastive learning methods
usually achieve much better performance than homogeneous
graph contrastive learning methods. It verifies the importance of
metapath-based graphs for heterogeneous graph representation
learning once more.

D. Visualization (RQ3)

To further evaluate the qualities of embeddings, we visualize
the learned embeddings on ACM dataset. Specifically, we plot
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TABLE II
QUANTITATIVE RESULTS (%±σ) ON NODE CLASSIFICATION

Fig. 4. 2-D visualization of the inferred embeddings on the ACM dataset. The same color indicates the same class label.

TABLE III
QUANTITATIVE RESULTS (%) ON NODE CLUSTERING

the embeddings of paper nodes in MVGRL, DGI, HeCo and
HGCMA using t-SNE [52], and the results are shown in Fig. 4,
where different colors indicate different labels. We can find that
although all of the baselines present relatively clear boundaries,
HGCMA still achieves the most separated clusters compared
with the baseline methods. In particular, HGCMA separates the
green cluster from the yellow cluster further apart. This result
can also explain why our approach achieves better performance
on the previous two tasks.

E. Ablation Study (RQ4)

In order to verify the effectiveness of our augmentation
schemes, we design three variants of HGCMA:
� HGCMAno−mask: This model does not perform any aug-

mentations in the training process.

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF HGCMA AND ITS VARIANTS

� HGCMAg−mask: This model only performs metapath-
based graph masking in the training process.

� HGCMAn−mask: This model only performs metapath-
based neighbor masking in the training process.

We report the results of our method on data splits with
3% training data, which are shown in Table IV. We can see
that both augmentation schemes improve model performance
significantly on all datasets, indicating the necessity of data
augmentation for heterogeneous graph contrastive learning.
In addition, HGCMA achieves better results compared with
HGCMAn−mask, and it verifies the effectiveness of leveraging
the information of the whole extended view in augmentation
scheme.

F. Analysis of Hyper-Parameters (RQ5)

In this section, we perform sensitivity analysis on two main
hyperparameters in HGCMA: αg and αn. We conduct node
classification on data splits with 3% training data and report
the average Macro-F1 values (a similar tendency is observed in
Micro-F1 and other percentages). The results on three datasets
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Fig. 5. Performance of HGCMA with different αg and αn on the three datasets (data splits with 5% training data) in terms of Macro-F1 values. The optimal
(αg , αn) pairs are (0.2, 0.3), (0.7, 0.3) and (1.0, 0.7), respectively.

TABLE V
NODE CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE OF DMGI, HECO AND HGCMA

UNDER DIFFERENT METAPATH COMBINATIONS

Fig. 6. Average runtimes for 100 training epochs according to the number of
metapaths on ACM dataset.

are shown in Fig. 5. With the help of the values in the colorbar,
we can see that HGCMA has a relatively good performance
in most hyperparameter combinations. The performance may
degrade only when the αg or αn takes marginal values. We thus

conclude that, overall, our augmentation schemes are insensitive
to these hyperparameters, demonstrating their robustness. We
can also find that the optimal hyperparameters for the three
datasets are quite different: in ACM, the optimal αg and αn

are small; in DBLP, the optimal αg is large and the optimal
αn is small; an in IMDB, the optimal αg and αn are large.
It indicates that in different heterogeneous graphs, we need
different levels of perturbation to perform contrastive learning,
and our proposed HGCMA can perform data augmentation with
controllable perturbation to adapt to different heterogeneous
graphs.

G. Analysis of Metapath Selection (RQ6)

To explore the effect of the choice of metapaths, we conduct
node classification experiments on different metapath combi-
nations on ACM dataset. The used metapath combinations and
results of DMGI, HeCo, HGCML, and HGCMA are shown in
Table V.

We find that, with PAPSP and PAPAP added to the metapath
combination, the performance of DMGI, HeCo, and HGCML
are gradually declining, which indicates that when inappropriate
metapath is involved, simply fusing corresponding node embed-
dings with predefined weights would affect the distinctiveness
of node embeddings; The performances of HGCMA are only
decreased on 1% split and maintain stable on 3% and 5%
split. It proves that our directly contrastive optimization method
could help utilize metapaths efficiently and robustly. Besides,
when only using PAPSP and PAPAP, all the methods’ perfor-
mances experience a decline. However, HGCMA still gets the
best performance by a larger margin. This comparison verifies
the superiority of our directly contrastive optimization method
again.

H. Runtime Comparison (RQ7)

To compare the runtime of HGCMA with baselines following
multi-graph paradigm, we reproduce DMGI, HORACE [15] and
HGCML using the same implementation framework as that of
HGCMA. Experiments are conducted on a server equipped with
an Intel Xeon E5-2680 v4 14-Core CPU and an Nvidia RTX
2080Ti GPU. Fig. 6(a) illustrates the average full runtimes for
100 training epochs of each method under different numbers of
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metapaths on ACM dataset, and Fig. 6(b) illustrates the average
contrastive loss computation runtimes. The results demonstrate
that HGCMA has the shortest runtime and the slowest growth
rate as the number of metapaths increases. This is because the
computational burden for the contrastive objective in HGCMA
remains constant, regardless of the number of metapaths.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we propose a Heterogeneous Graph Contrastive
learning model with Metapath-based Augmentations
(HGCMA), which is designed for downstream tasks with
a small amount of labeled data. HGCMA utilizes metapaths to
extend the original graph data by constructing metapath-based
graphs. And based on the extended view, it constructs different
augmented views by masking metapath-based graph and edges.
Then, a two-stage attention-based graph encoder is leveraged
to output the final node embeddings and the parameters of our
model are learned by optimizing the contrastive loss of the final
embeddings. With the proposed augmentations, our HGCMA
is able to fully leverage the information of metapath-based
graphs. And with the directly contrastive optimization method,
our HGCMA could learn discriminative node representations
with low computational complexity. Extensive experiments
on three public datasets validate the effectiveness of HGCMA
compared with state-of-the-art methods.

In future work, we will investigate how to automatically select
useful metapaths in the contrastive learning process.
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